
37,500 sq.ft.mixed-use space
6,000 sq.ft. meeting space
258-rooms / 3 floors
120-stall parking garage

Retail and office spaces 
Original brick structure
built in late 1800s
Funded by multiple tax
incentives

EGOS / Slate Hotel 
Case Study

$36.5M
Renovation Budget

140,000 
 Total Square Feet

DMA Engineering is an Energy and Mechanical engineering firm
based in the Denver Metro area. Our main clientele is the luxury
residential and commercial sector. 

CHALLENGES

KEY PLAYERS

As construction on the new hotel was coming to a close, an
unexpected change in mechanical contractors prompted a series
of setbacks and missed deadlines. 

The change in mechanical contractor resulted in the project
falling behind. The project was over 90 days late. At $120 a room
and 80% capacity, delays cost the developer and the hotel chain
$2.2 million in revenue over the three-month delay. Not only was
a national developer losing millions of dollars by not opening on
time, but its reputation was taking a huge hit. 

Stonebridge had exhausted its ability to solve the problems
caused by delays and called DMA for assistance.

Stonebridge Companies is one of the nation’s leading ownership,
management and hotel developers. They hired Mortenson
Construction and 4240 Architecture as the design-build team on
this project.

DMA, as mechanical engineering experts in all types of
commissioning, including recommissioning, retro-
commissioning, performing energy audits, and building envelope
analysis, was brought in to make sure EGOS Denver hotel project
met proper specifications as set forth by the developer.
Stonebridge relied on DMA when they had a massive setback.
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SOLUTIONS

The change in mechanical contractors led to a
significant amount of rework being performed. Had the
commissioning agent been hired at the same time as
the architect, a clear quality assurance path would that
have reduced the rework required, ensured the system
worked as designed, and met the client's expectations.

All errors that cause project delays must be accurately
assessed and documented. The associated costs in the
delay of opening could have been avoided by having a
commissioning authority on board at the time of project
conception resulting in a 10X payback.

Rehabilitation and recommissioning of historical
projects involves extremely complex issues that require
expert knowledge.

DMA was asked to increase our scope
from just code commissioning to more
in-depth commissioning that included a
narrative on the processes that caused all
of the developer issues. Corrective
actions were also laid out to get the
project wrapped up.

In addition to the building code
mandated commissioning services and
deliverables, DMA provided Stonebridge
Companies with a singular, professional
and comprehensive formal report which
documented the chronology of the
systems’ deficiencies and errors that had
delayed equipment startup.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

(303) 732-5559

https://www.dma-eng.com/

1211 Avery Street Ste. 101 
Golden, CO 80403
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Stonebridge Companies’ goal was to redevelop the historic Emily Griffith Opportunity School (EGOS) in
downtown Denver into a mixed-use, modern hotel property (The Slate Hotel) for an upscale brand that utilized
natural light and efficient equipment to save on energy costs. The developer was also tasked with maintaining
the history of the building due to its significance to the community and the growth of Denver.

DMA was contracted to provide Code Required Commissioning services for the new hotel and tasked to ensure
the building delivered at the end of construction, met all of the requirements and expectations of the city and
building owner.  This included functionally testing equipment and witnessing equipment startup to confirm all
steps were correctly followed. 
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